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Arizona Travels

Exploring Camp Verde
by Barb Stillman, Publisher
On a beautiful spring day, I headed to Camp Verde in Central
Arizona’s lush Verde Valley to have some fun shopping and
exploring. I planned to visit four shops but you never know what
interesting detours I might find along the way.
Verde Valley Resale & Music Store
My first stop was on Main Street in Historic Camp Verde
at Verde Valley Resale & Music Store. The building is in a
shopping mall and the large sign out front made it easy to find.
Owner Joe Nask welcomed me and took me on a tour of the
store. He told me that this location had been home to the Fairway
Grocery Store years ago, which explained the high ceilings and
wide aisles. Joe bought the former Matthew Resale store in March
2016 and six
months
ago
expanded
into
the space next
door and added
a music section.
Joe said he was
excited to have
the
additional
space plus he
was happy to
have additional
display windows.
In the front of the store are seasonal displays and it was filled
with spring décor and outdoor patio furniture. Three times a
year this area is cleared out and they host an Art Show so local

artisans can showcase their talents. The next Art Show will be
in May.
Joe told me, “When we open the door at 10 a.m., we never
know what will happen. Each day is exciting.”
There is an eclectic feel to the mall with each space different
from the next with over a hundred dealers and consignors
offering a diverse inventory of merchandise. The selection
includes large furniture, vintage appliances, artwork, home
décor, kitchenware, toys, new and gently used children and
adult clothing, books, tools—and the list goes on. There are
locally made jars of honey, jams and sauces as well as soaps and
Continued on page 4...
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Exploring Camp Verde, continued from page 3...
lotions.. Delivery service is offered for a small fee plus layaway
is available.
Of course, I had to buy a few treasures to take home. I found
two adorable duck watering cans for my young grandchildren
and a decorative box for my granddaughter who is graduating
from Junior High.
Seven staffers help Joe in the shop—Sue, Lela, Sylvia, Deb,
Amy, Julie and Dion. They provide a friendly caring atmosphere
for their customers plus community support is important and
they sponsor or participate in local events throughout the year.
An interesting activity at the store are Zumba classes. Every
Tuesday and Thursday evening from 5 to 5:30 p.m. and Saturday
morning from 9:30 to 10 a.m. classes are available to anyone
that wants to join. The price of $2 per class makes them even
more inviting.
Verde Valley Resale & Music Store is located at 348 Main
Street, Suite 13, Camp Verde. It is open daily from 10 a.m. to
5 p.m. except for major holidays. For more information, go
to https://verdevalleyresale.com/, Like Verde Valley resale on
Facebook, email verdevalleyresale@gmail.com or call 928300-5055.
After a quick and delicious lunch at Udderly Delightful as
recommended, I headed to Cowboy Corner.
Cowboy Corner
Cowboy Corner has three locations in Arizona and each
one is different. The original store in Prescott is a Saddle &
Tack store and the stores in Phoenix and Camp Verde are a
combination of Saddle & Tack and Antiques. The Camp Verde
store is run by Jim LaCount, also known as Trader Jim, who
gave me a tour of the huge property that covers a city block! The
inside facilities are made up of six rooms from three properties
plus there are five separate outdoor buildings. Originally it was
all a Chevron station, a restaurant and a bar.

Trader Jim has been in the Antique business for over 20 years
and has owned three antique stores in Prescott over the years.
Continued on page 6...
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• The Marketplace on Cortez

117 N. Cortez - 928-445-1460
A destination, one-stop shop with over 30 well-appointed vendors.
Classic – Retro – Industrial – Boho.
Clothes & Jewelry. Annie Sloan Paint and workshops.
Open Sun-Thurs 10-5, Fri & Sat 10-7
Find us on Facebook and Instagram

• Avalon Antiques

140 N. Cortez • 928-778-0481
Unique & fun antiques and collectibles. Great prices. Very
eclectic. Worth the walk across the street.

• Mid-Century-Madness

140 1/2 N. Cortez • 928-778-0481
Mid-Century Madness offers quality vintage mid century
furniture & other unique pieces from that era.

• Antiques Off The Square

145 N. Cortez • 928-778-1040
Quality antiques of all kinds. Furniture-advertising-glassprimitives-older collectibles-tools-specializing in antique
toys (cast iron, pressed steel etc.)
Always buying. Open 7 days a week.

• Merchandise Mart Antique Mall

205 N. Cortez • 928-776-1728
N. AZ’s largest antique mall, over 15,000 sq. ft. Est. 1986.
Antiques, collectibles, furniture, and a whole lot more. Buy & Consign.
WE CARRY DIXIE BELL PAINTS Daily 10-5. Sun 11-4.
www.prescottantiquestores.com.

• Bayberry’s Antique Dolls

442 S Montezuma St. • 928-445-8559
We have Antique Dolls, Vintage Dolls and some newer Fashion
Dolls too! Come in and see what we have!
bayberrysantiquedolls.com

• Cowboy Country Antiques

324 S Montezuma • 928-458-5960
6,000 sq ft of premium dealers
Old General Store with good quality antiques,
Cowboy antiques, military items and more! Buy-Sell-Trade
Open daily 10am-5pm
Find us on Facebook & Instagram

• Patina

107 E Gurley St • 928-273-6198
Antique – Vintage – Modern - Repurposed
Art, accessories, jewelry, furnishings,
Collectibles, specialty plants
Open 7 Days a Week

Prescott Valley Shops
• So Forth & What Not by Tatianna

WE HAVE BIG NEWS, WE MOVED TO PV!!
So Forth & What Not by Tatianna is now located at 8490 E. State
Route 69, #B in Prescott Valley, Right behind the Texaco off Navajo.
928-771-1711 soforthandwhatnot.com
A Unique Retail Resale Shop
We specialize in Antiques, Furniture, Jewelry and Boutique Items.
Hours:MON-FRI 10:30-5:30, Saturday by Appt.

• Blue Goose Resale

8200 E. Valley Rd. • 928-277-6570
Behind Circle K off Robert Rd. & Hwy 69
Antiques - Furniture - Vintage
Mon & Sat 10-4 • Tues-Friday 10-5
Closed Sunday
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Exploring Camp Verde, continued from page 4...
Cowboy Corner owner Doug Merwin asked Jim to manage
the store six months ago and, together with his assistant, James
Payne, the two have been busy bringing order to the large area
that is filled with an abundance of antiques, vintage items and
memorabilia.
Jim said he enjoys seeing former long-time customers who
come into Cowboy Corner, a shopper-friendly destination where
folks can come and experience the history of the shop and its
merchandise. The buildings are on the trail that General Crook
traveled many years ago and from the back of the shop there is
a view of the old Indian pueblos on the Buttes. It’s a beautiful
view!
Cowboy Corner has much to offer with the Saddle & Tack
shop showcasing beautiful handmade leather wares, spurs and
saddles. Customers will appreciate the affordable pricing and
find most anything they can imagine.
Jim is fond of saying, “Ask me what we don’t have and we
probably do have it.” And that could include: Victorian hanging
lamps, vintage signage, Coca-Cola memorabilia, quality
artwork, a room full of cast iron, antique farm & ranch tools,
iron, wagon wheels, bottles, vintage auto parts, gasoline pumps
and antique carriage, wagons and much more! The store also
accepts consignment of quality antiques.
With so much knowledge of antiques and the area, spending
time with Trader Jim is a wonderful learning experience and
you can tell he truly enjoys helping customers and sharing the
history of antiques and the area. Jim told me he plans to be
around for a long time working at the shop and says, “I am in
the saddle for the last ride,”
Located at 573 S. Main Street, Cowboy Corner - Camp
Verde is open Monday to Saturday from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and
Sunday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. For more information, go to http://
www.cowboycorner-az.com or call 928-567-6699.
Ruby Road Resale Mall
My next stop was Ruby Road Resale Mall that is easy to
find and lots of parking. The front porch and yard area are filled
with patio furniture, rustic yard art, large signage, old appliances
and a Junker’s treasure trove preparing visitors for the delights
that await beyond.
Owner
Pamela
Brignell
and
store
manager
Sandee
Hedgcock
welcomed
me.
Having
been
“junking” her entire
adult life and a dealer
in Phoenix, Pamela was
ready for a move. Her
love for Camp Verde
and its then lack of
“cool junking” malls
persuaded her to open her own store in 2005. Sandee has been at
the mall for 12 years and Pamela says she is the absolute go-to
person at Ruby Road, her special nickname is “The Glue”.
Pamela showed me around the dealer areas in the front of
the building and then let me explore before joined her in the
back warehouse area. The 8,000 sq. ft mall has more than sixty
vendor spaces in a unique mix of individual spaces, themed comingled spaces and a huge warehouse space for furniture.
Pamela explained, “The co-mingled areas allow our vendors
to spread throughout the store to maximize their earning
potential and it brings a tremendous amount of variety for our
customers. Ruby Road has several spaces available and we’re
Continued on page 11...
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Exploring Camp Verde, continued from page 6...
always on the lookout for talented vendors.”
Although there was much to see, the mall has a homelike
feel and the beautiful and welcoming displays are amazing.
There’s an exciting mix of estate treasures, trendy home goods,
up-cycled, repurposed and loved again furniture and much more!
Shoppers will find paints, Howard Products, local honey, candles
and goat soap.
“Because of the tremendous size of our furniture area, we sell
a ton of furniture. Our customers come from all over Central and
Northern Arizona for the huge selection. We offer a variety of
vintage and antique furniture, repurposed and painted treasures
plus useful well-made pieces. Our unique booths are the icing on
the cake, chocked full of decorating ideas, décor items, everyday
household items, and gently used clothing to name a few,”
Pamela said.
In the large warehouse area, I saw what Pamela meant. It was
filled with mostly large furniture pieces all organized and ready
for a new home. End and side tables of varying size and style
were carefully stacked. Dressers, kitchen tables, bookshelves
and chairs filled up most of the back half of the mall. It was a
DIY treasure trove!
Ruby Road Resale Mall is located at 851 E. Howards Road
(Hwy 260). Daily hours are10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Learn more at www.
rubyroadreasle.com, on Facebook, Instagram and Pinterest,
email shoprubyroad@gmail.com or call 928-567-5759,
It was getting late and I had one more stop so I collected two
treasures I’d found, thanked Pamela and Sandee and headed out.
Sweet Pea Antiques
My last stop was at Sweet Pea Antiques. Owner Wynne
Melton has brought together a wonderful group of unique
collectors and artists so there are more than 40 vendors providing
“over 5,000 square feet of pure fun!”
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The front porch area is very inviting with pots for planting
mixed with outdoor patio furniture and garden items. Once
inside, I found many great rooms and spaces to explore. It was
near closing time, so I will have to plan a trip back to spend more
time here.
I purchased a poster art and frame that I had remembered
seeing from my last visit along with a Berenstain Bears book that
I know my granddaughter will love to read. It’s always fun to
pick up a book or two at a reasonable price when I’m out.
Sweet Peas Antiques is located right on Highway 260, the
mall is easy to find and is open Monday to Sunday, 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. To learn more about their eclectic collections, go to: www.
sweetpeaantiquesaz.com, follow the shop on Facebook and
Instagram or call 928-567-6555.
Camp Verde is a favorite destination and I had so much fun
meeting the shop owners! It’s a small a friendly town with many
sights to see and activities to enjoy in addition to checking out the
shops. I encourage you to visit and spend some time exploring.
The shop owners and staffs are always happy to recommend
a local restaurant or attractions, so please ask! This might just
become one of your favorite stops on I-17. Be sure to tell them
The Antique Register sent you!
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CLOCK REPAIR

Specializing in Antique and Collectible
Clocks & Restoring Family Heirlooms

• Over 30 years experience • Free estimates

Dennis Sagvold, Clock Maker
623-487-1237 • Leave a Message

NOW IN CIRCULATION
AT ALL ADVERTISING SHOPS
Call to speak with a representative today
to make sure your shop or event gets
included in our
June-July issue:

Deadline for
June-July
Issue is

May 1

Contact us:
602-942-8950
or 888-942-8950
arizona@barlomedia.com

Now in our 30th year of publishing
The Country Register!

Read The Country Register
on-line at
www.countryregister.com/AZ
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Those Were The Days!

Where, Oh Where, Has
Sears Gone?
by Jay Mark
I apologize if the words you are seeing appear smeared
and hard to read. It’s because they are regrettably tear-stained.
Sadly, as I write this, I am weeping over the impending loss of a
longtime friend that has touched me in innumerable ways.
For sometime now I have been on an agonizing deathwatch,
hoping against hope for a full recovery. But as each day passes,
life continues ebbing away.
No doubt for anyone older than thirty, Sears, Roebuck & Co.
has been a fundamental part of American life. Now, after more
than 130 years, the venerable giant has been reduced to skinand-bones and is on the verge of bankruptcy—a sad outcome
that could never have been imagined a generation ago.
Sears has become so integrated into our culture that many
have forgotten the man who started it all—Richard Warren Sears
(1863-1914), a remarkable, visionary 19th century pioneer. He
was the first to build a retail giant that made virtually everything
available to virtually anyone who had access to a mailbox or a
train stop. No other company before had capitalized on the idea
on such a grand scale.
As a young man in his early twenties, Sears was working
as a railroad station agent in Redwood Falls, Minnesota, 112
miles west of Minneapolis. When a shipment of watches went
uncollected by a local jeweler, he persuaded the manufacturer to
let him market the timepieces by offering them to other station
Continued on page 17...
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Sears, continued from page 16...
agents at discount prices.
That serendipitous opportunity earned Sears an incredible
$5000—more than $125,000
today. It was enough money
to start the R.W. Sears
Watch Company mail order
business in 1886.
Within a year, Sears
brought in an Indiana
watchmaker/repairman
named Alva C. Roebuck
(1864-1948). In 1893, the
employee became a partner
when
Sears,
Roebuck
and Co. was incorporated
in Chicago to where the
business had relocated.
Sears had tapped into
Even though the once behemoth
a practically unlimited,
vastly underserved market. retail giant is floundering, the once
supply house” selling “the
If its catalogue sizes tell the “cheapest
largest assortment of goods in the
story, business exploded. world,” leaves a legacy of more than
Within six years of the start, 125 years of catalogues filled with
Sears expanded its offerings a vast variety of merchandise that
sufficient to fill a 196-page could rival Amazon. The voluminous
catalogue. A year later in 1897 catalogue #104 pictured here
1894, the “Cheapest Supply was the fourth published after 1894.
House on Earth” had swollen to an encyclopedic 507 pages.
Sears was the innovator of modern mail-order retailing.
And once it got going, it remained the industry’s leader until
1994, the year when a young, upstart business ingeniously and
tenaciously translated Richard Sears’ Victorian concepts into
21st century marketing.
Both companies began similarly—with a single product and
no bricks-and-mortar stores. For Sears it was surplus watches.
Jeff Bezos started Amazon by upsetting traditional stores when
he began selling books online.
A century after the 1894 Sears print catalogue, Jeff Bezos
“published” his catalogue of books—online. But just like Sears,
it wasn’t long before his product line expanded dramatically. By
1998, after only four years, Amazon was poised to become the
next generation Sears.
At this point we should
note that Sears was not
the first in the mail order
business. He just proved
better than anyone else.
Aaron Montgomery Ward
is credited with introducing
widespread mail order. Like
Sears, Ward’s start was
humble—a simple one-sheet
“catalogue.” But his business
grew rapidly…until, that is,
a new company entered the
picture—Sears, Roebuck &
Company.
But with the advent of
the automobile and greater
In addition to its colossal mobility and access to goods,
biannual
general
catalogues, some of the luster of mail
Sears published dozens of specialty order began to fade. Adapting
catalogues, some of which are to a changing marketplace,
depicted here.
Continued on page 19...
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Sears, continued from page 17...
Sears opened its first bricks-and-mortar department store in
1925. Ward’s followed the next year. But Sears dominated in
that arena, too.
Competition multiplied and remained intense for more
than a century until at last, in 2001, when faced with blistering
opposition by the likes of Sears, Target, Walmart and others,
Wards waved the white flag, signaling the end of an era by
shuttering its last remaining store.
In the time since Sears began, a new technology arose that
obviated the need for costly printed catalogues, replacing them
with online publications of infinite size that could be updated
instantly. But just like in Sears’ day, deliveries have remained
the same – arriving right at the purchaser’s home or office via
mail and other carriers.
It’s hard to imagine our world without Sears. But Amazon is
the new dragon slayer. One can only envisage how a conversation
would go between Richard Sears and Jeff Bezos. What would
the student say to the master? Or vice-versa?
Even if Sears finally succumbs, we can take some comfort
that it will have left us with a remarkable material legacy,
something in this ephemeral digital age that Amazon is unable
to do. From its iconic catalogues to the plethora of branded
merchandise, I am sure we will forever keep alive and cherish
all that Sears contributed.
The Sears catalogue, which blossomed into giant
compendiums, may turn out to be the best chronicler of everyday
life in America for more than a century. Within its hundreds of
thousands of published pages in more than 1000 catalogues
Continued on page 21...

Mom & Pop Shop since 1967
Over 50 Years Same Location

Antique Outpost

Buy • Sell • Jewelry • Glass • Bottles • China • Pictures
Western Decoratives • 200,000 Postcards call ahead with wants
10012 N. Cave Creek Rd. Phoenix, AZ • 602-943-9594
1 Mile N. of Dunlap - Sunnyslope Area • Wed-Sat 10-5
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Less than four decades after publishing its first general catalogue,
Sears had become such an integral part of American life that it could
solicit premier illustrators like Norman Rockwell to paint catalogue
covers in 1927 and 1932.

produced over 105 years are found everything from the obscure
and arcane to the grandest product of them all—the Sears kit
home.
As far back as 1943, Sears acknowledged its catalogue’s
contributions to history. Writing in its house newsletter Sears
News Graphic, the company declared the catalogues had served
“as a mirror of our times, recording for future historians today’s
desires, habits, customs and mode of living.”
Sears catalogues are often
the first point of reference
for historians and modernhistory archeologists. They
are prized by collectors, too.
Depending on year, subject
and condition, prices can
range from under $10 to
more than $100.
Everything is cyclical.
Nothing lasts forever. One
day a future historian may
write a similar lamentation
With a quiet nod to a changing as I am doing now,
business environment in 1993, just nostalgically mourning the
shy of the 100th anniversary of groundbreaking business that
its first general catalogue, Sears Jeff Bezos boldly created
unceremoniously signaled the end
of an era when it published its last . . . but which grew into an
archaic, lumbering relic of
printed compendium of goods.
the past that wasn’t nimble
enough to keep up with the times and was ultimately replaced
by the new up-and-comer. I’d love to be around for that.
Virtually an antique himself, Jay Mark, a 47-year antiques
business veteran and historian, owns Those Were The Days!,
now an online specialty bookstore. He also teaches, lectures
and writes regularly about antiques and history. Reach him at
jaymark@twtdbooks.com. © 2019
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Antique Trove in Scottsdale Will Celebrate
Its Anniversary with Sales, Fun & Food in June

On June 7, 8 and 9, Antique Trove in Scottsdale will
celebrate its 30th Anniversary with activities for everyone to
enjoy—including a fantastic All Store Sale, contest giveaways
and food. Mark your calendar now so you don’t miss out on the
savings—and fun!
Established in 1989 by
the Ashwill Family, the
antique center has been
a top “go to” location
in Scottsdale with its
spacious 23,000 square feet
filled with more than 140
quality dealers. A recent
shopper observed, “There
is something magical about
walking down the aisles
at Antique Trove. Each
vendor creates a story about
who they are and what they
love. It’s the best shopping
experience around.”
What
helps
make
Antique Trove so popular
is the great variety of items
that are available—from
the Victorian era to the
psychedelic 1960s, plus
the 70s and 80s. There is a

23

large selection of furniture from the 1800s to the in-demand Mid
Century Modern along with jewelry, coins, stamps, clothing,
sports memorabilia, art, albums,
western collectibles—and so
much more—at some of the best
prices in town.
In addition to its outstanding
dealers, Antique Trove has
fourteen friendly staff members
with a wide range of expertise
who are ready to help. Scott
Stanton, who has been manager
for thirteen years, says their goal
is to provide the most customerfriendly and service-oriented
store you can visit.
Scott said, “Anyone of any
age can find something in the
store. The most common thing we hear from visitors who travel
the country is what a great layout the store has and its extensive
offerings. Whether you want to buy that special gift for someone,
add to your own collection or furnish your house or apartment,
there is something waiting to inspire your creativity.”
There are four all-store sales through out the year and from
October to April parking lot sales are hosted with over 50
vendors from around the Valley bringing unique items to sell.
There are also fun Facebook Monday contests with $20 gift
Continued on page 26...
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Tips for Shopping an Antique Store
My wife, Jill and I, have shopped and looked for treasures in
thousands of different antique stores, shows, and sales. Shopping
each type of venue is different but through our observations, we
have developed some tips that we are happy to share.
These tips seem to organize themselves into three topics.
They include navigating through a store, using the owner as a
resource, and making a record of your finds.
Navigating through a store
Shopping studies show that customers seem to automatically
turn to the right upon entering a store. We are aware of this
at Shady Lawn
Antiques, but the
only
physically
logical place for
our checkout area
is to the right of the
door. It is amazing
to have people
enter the store, see
us to the right, and
then ask, ‘which
direction should I
A picture of an item (with a yardstick go?’
Our response
included) makes a great record of an item that
is “which ever
you are interested in.
direction is most

by Dave Emigh
comfortable for you, but most people seem to go left first.” This
interaction does actually give us the opportunity to describe
the type of items that are located in each section of our store.
Since we own our entire inventory, we are able to group similar
items together in coherent displays and we can point out their
locations.
Jill and I have found that if we really want to see everything
in another shop, we will take a second look around. However,
the second time, we walk around in the opposite direction. Items
that are fanned out, staggered, or displayed even at slight angles
are more obvious when viewed from a different point of view.
Another tip is to make sure to look at all levels in a shop. It
is only natural that shoppers focus most of their attention at eye
level. Savvy and/or experienced antique dealers respond to this
by displaying their best items at that level.
Sign collectors, however, automatically focus on walls above
eye level, because that is where most signs are hung. That being
said, one of the best signs that I have ever found (in an antique
shop) was on the floor leaning against the wall. I guess that adds
credence to the phrase ‘I’ve been looking and high and low…’
Shop owners are a great resource
Don’t hesitate to engage in a discussion with an antique
dealer. I have never met one that is a ‘high pressure’ salesman.
Owners are proud of their inventory and are happy, perhaps
even eager to talk about it. Just ask them “what can you tell me
Continued on page 26...
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certificates as prizes. Check the store’s Facebook page to learn
more—along with updates on the Anniversary Event.
Owner Cabot Ashwill commented, “The antique business has
changed over the years. We’ve seen some good times and low
times in South Scottsdale. With the revitalization that is taking
place in the area right now, there is a lot of growth bringing in
new people. We are fortunate to be near ASU and probably half
of our customers are ages 18 to 25. They tend to be eclectic
shoppers, which inspires our dealers to bring in a diverse and
unique inventory. We are happy to have been in business for 30
years and are looking forward to our next 30 years!”
Antique Trove is at 2020 N. Scottsdale Road, three blocks
north of McDowell Road. More information is available at
www.antiquetrove.com and on Facebook. You can also email
sstanton@antiquetrove.com or call 480-947-6074.
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Shopping, continued from page 25...
about this piece”?
Let the owner know what you are looking for. There may
be one in the shop that you have over looked, or they may have
one in storage.
A n t i q u e
dealers
don’t
automatically
buy
every
old thing that
they see. So,
when items are
requested,
it
will
increase
the chances that
the owner will
buy one. For
Don’t hesitate to talk to shop owners when
me, one of the
first indicators you are looking for something specific. We show
of a new trend people furniture projects, that we are in the
is when several process of restoring, if they ask.
individuals ask for the same item.
Some owners keep a list of requests and may take your phone
number… but don’t just wait for their call, check back with
them from time-to-time. This reinforces that you are seriously
looking for that item.
If you are looking for a specific type of furniture, it is
especially important to talk to the shop owner. For example,
we have several dozen pieces of furniture (in storage) awaiting
restoration. We are happy to adjust our restoration schedule
when we have a request.
Making a record of your finds
So, you’ve walked up and down all of the aisles, looked
high and low, and found a few things that you would like to
think about… there are several methods to record your finds.
The ‘high tech’ solution is to use your cell phone. At Shady
Lawn, we encourage people to take pictures of the things that
they are interested in. However, it is always polite to ask a shop
owner if it is alright to take pictures.
When I am visiting another shop, I like to take a picture of
their business card, so that I have contact information. Then I
photograph the item(s), along with measurements if necessary.
When I want measurements, I will include a tape measure or a
yard stick in the picture. Finally, I photograph the price tag. It
will often have an inventory number and a description that will
help in future communication with the shop owner.
The ‘low tech’ method is to draw a sketch and make notes.
I normally use my phone, but I always carry several 3” by 5”
index cards for notes. The cards are convenient because they
are a little stiff (and therefore easy to write on) and they fit
easily into my check book.
When a Shady Lawn customer asks to borrow a tape measure,
I often grab a note pad and follow along. I’ll do a quick sketch
and add the dimensions as they are taking them. It is fun, and
it gives me a chance to use the skills I developed when I was a
community college drafting/engineering instructor.
I hope that these tips are valuable to you, on your next
antique shopping adventure.
Dave Emigh is the owner of Shady Lawn Antiques and is a
fifth generation ‘Walla Wallan’. Glimpses of the ever-changing
Shady Lawn inventory can be seen on Facebook. Shady Lawn
is located at 711 N Rose & Sumach in Walla Walla, WA. The
shop is open for business Wednesday through Saturday from
10am to 5pm.
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Sharing the Passion of
Collecting
by Valerie Burner
This issue of the paper comes out as we at Bears & More
in the Historic Catlin Court district of Downtown Glendale,
celebrate our 27th year in business. Yep, 27 years. We’ve been
reminiscing about all that has happened in these 27 years—all
the people we’ve met, the places we’ve been for our business
and the things we’ve seen. It’s been quite a ride.
We started Bears & More because my mother-in-law is a
teddy bear collector and I come from a long line of entrepreneurs
and am a collector myself. Our shop is an extension of our love
of collecting and, all these years later, that’s what we continue
to share—our passion of collecting with those who walk in our
door.
We never tire of hearing what people collect and why they
collect what they do. There are many different reasons, but in
general, people collect for one or more of the following reasons:
everyone wants to be unique, nostalgia and a connection to people
or places, collecting inherently makes us more knowledgeable,
we want to make a statement to the world about what we like or,
simply, beautiful things make us happy.
For me, it
is all about the
things
from
the past and
beautiful things.
My collections
are varied and
my circle of stuff
is ever changing.
I’m
always
surprised when
that
happens
because
it
sneaks up on me.
Like the rubberfaced
stuffed
animals. A lot
of people think
they are creepy but not me. My love for these actually goes back
to Easter Sunday when I was 3. I received a yellow bunny with
a rubber face. I kept that bunny for over 15 years and then he
just up and disappeared. He lived in my memories and with the
advent of—gasp—the Internet (because our shop pre-dates the
Internet!) and all the options of buying and selling, I’ve been on
the hunt for him for years. In the meantime, because they are
irresistible (collecting because it makes us happy), I’ve acquired
a few rubber-faced animals. And in doing so, have learned lots
about them (collecting makes us smarter).
My yellow bunny and many other rubber-faced animals
were created by Rushton, a family business founded in 1917 in
Atlanta, Georgia, by Mary Rushton. The company was family
owned and operated up until 1983. Mary’s daughter, Wight,
designed most of the dolls and stuffed animals. My little rubberfaced friends first appeared in the 1950s. They are handmade;
hand painted and made from top grade products—all under
the Rushton Star Creation label. Other American companies
like Gund saw the popularity of the rubber faced animals and
created their own versions. Gund also created hand puppets,
many for The Walt Disney Company including Mickey Mouse,
Continued on page 36...
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Salvage Style

Succulent Arrangements

by Mara Wilson
Succulents are very popular right now for home decorating,
both indoors and out. They symbolize enduring and timeless
love. For this project, I chose to use faux succulents. They are
very realistic and come in a variety of shapes, colors, sizes and
textures, but without the maintenance of live plants.
I went through my stash of vintage goodies and came up
with several choices for the planters.
By using the faux succulents, I did
not have to worry about water and
drainage. I chose an old flour sifter, a
small tin drawer, enamelware dipper,
spice can, china sugar and creamer,
a tin cup and numerous mini teapots.
Almost anything will work and the
more interesting, the better.
Gather a variety of faux succulents
from your local floral and craft shops,
as well as some floral foam, moss,
pebbles or small stones. If possible,
use more than one type of succulent per container. It makes the
arrangement much more interesting. If you end up with a bare
spot, just add a bit of moss or a small stone. This adds to the
natural look.
These mini gardens are fun to make and will add a bright
spot to your home. They also make lovely gifts for friends and
neighbors.
Marla Wilson is the owner of The Rusty Wheel, a gift
boutique in Scandia, KS. The shop features her floral designs
and repurposed “junk,” as well as kitchen and baby gifts, home
decor and fashion accessories. Follow The Rusty Wheel on
Facebook, or www.therustywheel.vpweb.com or contact her at
stumpy1954@hotmail.com.
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Rinker On Collectibles

What Should I Collect That
My Children Will Want to Inherit?

I received a recent email from JP who lives near State College,
Pennsylvania. It read: “I realize going through life that when
you inherit things, all the good things already are taken by other
relatives. If I want to leave some really nice things for my younger
daughters who are in diapers, what are your suggestions for things
I could collect they might want to inherit?”
I am ignoring the first sentence. I made a note on my future
“Rinker on Collectibles” columns’ list to develop a “How to Get
the Better of Your Relatives” column. It’s a subject with which I
have a great deal of experience—some good and some bad.
Experience with children and grandchildren has taught Linda
and me that attempting to predetermine what they would like to
inherit is a lost cause. Linda assembled a large collection of Wendt
und Kühn angels and other figurines that she plans to gift to our
granddaughter Sofia.
There are two problems. Sofia has never visited us in
Kentwood, Michigan. Her memories of her Grandma’s legacy
are non-existent. Her only contact with Wendt und Kühn is the
annual Christmas tree angel ornament that she receives each year.
Linda even bought Sofia an artificial Christmas tree to put in her
room to display the ornaments. This past August, Sofia and her
family moved to Houston and currently live in a rental apartment.
Most of the family’s household possessions are in storage. Sofia’s
Christmas tree and her ornaments are in an unmarked box buried
somewhere in the storage unit. Her 2018 Christmas angel is still in
Kentwood. Linda plans to keep it until Sofia’s parents buy a home
and Sophia is reunited with her collection.
The second problem is even larger. Sofia turned 13 in June
2018. Long before becoming a teenager, Sofia developed her
own set of likes and dislikes. Her ability to self-determine is only
growing stronger. If Sofia willingly inherits her Grandma’s Wendt
und Kühn collection, it will be because she loved her Grandma
and knew how much it meant to Grandma that she have them. I
doubt it will be because Sofia is enamored by Wendt und Kühn
pieces.
[Author’s Aside #1: This story is repeated over and over again
as the treasures of one generation are kept by the next because a
parent loved the object and not because the inheritors have any
interest in them. The classic examples are Hummel figurines,
collectible edition anything, especially plates, and dinnerware
and glassware. Inevitably, the time arises when the inheritors
who have displayed or stored these things realize that: 1) they
do not particularly like them, 2) never use them, and 3) the next
generation of children want nothing to do with them.]
The above story illustrates a simple point. It is impossible to
predetermine what your children will like when they are teenagers,
young adults or when you die. Most parents spend a lifetime
trying to answer that question. One answer that keeps cropping up
is everything they did not receive in the first place. It is amazing
how many remember what they did not get as opposed to what
they did. If Linda’s and my children are typical, the answer is an
easy one—our money.
People collect memories. Children are no different. Hence, my
first suggestion to JP is to identify things that belong to his wife
and him that they would like to pass down to their children. If
there are early family heirlooms, add them to the list.
Focus on the practical. Select objects that children are likely
to use and whose form and design appear to have the potential to
stand the test of time. Use is the key. Modern generations favor

by Harry L. Rinker
things that can be used no matter how old they are and that fit into
contemporary decorating and fashion styles.
Keep the list small. New is the order of the day for the current
generation. In order for this generation to save or use something
old, it has to have a functional or high emotional value. Emotional
value is generation driven. Watch the objects to which your
children keep returning. If lucky, it will be the selected objects. If
not, change the list.
Once the objects have been identified, make a point to create
memories. While use memory is the most important, also focus
on sharing information and stories about the objects. Animate the
objects. Perception and reality are often one and the same.
The best way to reinforce the memories is to encourage the
children to repeat them. Do not correct their account unless it
contains blatant falsehoods. Memories are personal. They are not
perceived the same way by different individuals. Each person
brings his own perspective to memories.
Instead of focusing on what to collect, encourage children to
reuse older things and foster the act of collecting. When Linda
and I visited with Sofia and her brother Marcelo during our trips
to their Reading, Pennsylvania, home, I took Sofia and Marcelo to
garage sales whenever the opportunity rose. I gave them each five
dollars and told them to buy what they like. I taught them how to
bargain, buy only things they would use or display, and to stretch
their money as far as possible. The ultimate goal was a simple
one—see value in older things. No emphasis was put on saving or
collecting things. I reserved this for later.
[Author’s Aside #2: When Sofia and Marcelo were born, I
initially followed advice I had given earlier—identify a child’s
favorite toys, buy a second example, and gift he/she their
childhood mint-in-the-box when he/she turned 30. My good intent
lasted less than two years. First, I noticed how fast their “favorite”
toy changed. Their toy attention span was measured in days or
weeks and not months or years as in my generation. Second, I
recalled my argument that childhood memories start at age six or
seven. Infant/pre-school toys are cast aside and forgotten once that
age is reached.]
Since collecting is about memories, encourage your children
to save their memories. Do not save them for them. Recently,
Linda discovered a scrapbook that her mother kept that included
material from elementary school through high school. She had no
interest in her kindergarten and elementary school artwork and
only modest interest in the junior high material. She did smile
when reviewing her senior high material. When I encouraged
her to save the album, she shrugged and said, “Why? It only has
meaning to me.” I saved it hoping that when the day comes when
Linda regrets her decision, I can surprise her.
Encourage children to buy and save things that evoke
memories. Ask if they want to enhance those memories by
acquiring additional items. Although there are individuals who
have a natural instinct to collect, most collectors began as savers
and evolve into collectors.
When children start collecting, be supportive. Encourage them
to collect. Resist the urge to collect for them. Help by taking them
to places where they can find the objects to add to their collection
and assist them financially, at least at the beginning.
I have the figural salt and pepper collection that belonged to
my second wife, Connie. As a teenager, she acquired a few sets
of figural salt and peppers shakers that she liked. Before she
Continued on page 32...
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Rinker, continued from page 31...
knew what was happening, her parents, aunts, uncles, relatives,
and friends gifted her dozens of additional figural salt and
peppershakers. Too polite to say no, she kept the collection on
display until her first marriage at which time she boxed it up and
moved it with her. I found and opened the box one day by mistake.
She took one look, told me she did not want them and to get rid
of them. I kept them with the firm knowledge; Connie would
never change her mind. Dedicated accumulators never turn down
anything that is free.
Avoid being judgmental about what your children collect. If
you disagree, keep your opinions to yourself. The one exception
is if the child’s motivation for collecting (not using or playing
with) is because it will be worth more in the future. Antiques and
collectibles are extremely risky monetary investments. Collecting
should be about the joys and fun of collecting. Long-term financial
gain is an enemy of collecting, not a friend. More go down than up
in value over the long-term.
Finally, when the children leave home, do not pressure them
with a “if you do not take it with you, I am going to throw it out”
approach. Rather, offer to store things they might (no guarantee)
want until they have room for them. It is okay to gently remind
them of your generosity from time to time.
What advice would you give JP? Email your thoughts to
harrylrinker@aol.com. I will archive them for possible use in a
future column.
Harry L. Rinker welcomes questions from readers about
collectibles, those mass-produced items from the twentieth and
twenty-first centuries. Selected letters will be answered in this
column. Harry cannot provide personal answers. Photos and
other material submitted cannot be returned. Send your questions
to: Rinker on Collectibles, 5955 Mill Point Court SE, Kentwood,
MI 49512. You also can e-mail your questions to harrylrinker@
aol.com. Only e-mails containing a full name and mailing address
will be considered.
You can listen and participate in WHATCHA GOT?, Harry’s
antiques and collectibles radio call-in show, on Sunday mornings
between 8 and 10 a.m. Eastern Time. If you cannot find it on a
station in your area, WHATCHA GOT? streams live on the Internet
at www.gcnlive.com. Copyright © Harry L. Rinker, LLC 2018

Enter to Win a $20 Gift Certificate

The Antique Register is giving away one $20 Gift Certificate that a lucky winning reader will be able to spend at his or
her favorite Antique Register advertising shop.
Entry Deadline is June 1, 2019. The drawing will be held on June 5th and the winner will be announced in our
July-August issue. The gift certificate will be mailed.

Drawing Entry Form
Name ____________________________________
Phone_____________________________________
Address __________________________________
City, State & Zip ___________________________
E-mail address ____________________________
Name of your favorite Antique Register advertiser
__________________________________________
Tell us what makes this advertiser your favorite
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________

To enter, complete this form and mail to:
The Antique Register, 515 E. Carefree Hwy, #1128,
Phoenix, AZ 85085
(Photocopy of form is fine. Be sure to provide all information.)
Or email your entry form to: antique@barlomedia.com
and put “Gift Certificate” in the subject line.
(Names are not sold, given away or used for any other purpose.)
************************************************
Please tell us about a local antique, vintage or
collectibles store or event that you would like to
see advertising in The Antique Register
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
We welcome your comments and/or suggestions about
The Antique Register. Include a note with your drawing
entry, send us an email or give us a call at 1-888-942-8950.
We enjoy hearing from our readers.
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Apache Junction’s Oldest & Largest Antique Mall

Over 80 Dealers
12,000 Sq ft of

Quality Antiques & Collectibles
Specializing in Advertising, Western, Coins, Jewelry,
Pottery, Glassware, Furniture, Toys,
And a Whole Lot More!

Open Daily 10:00-5:30

480-671-3566

300 W. Apache Trail, Ste 101
Apache Junction, AZ 85120

www.patternsofthepast.net

Always
Buying!
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Giveaway Winner from
March - April Issue

We have one giveaway winner from our last issue.
Julie Langoni from Gilbert will be sent a $20 Gift Certificate
to be spent at her favorite Antique Register advertiser, C&J’s
Antique and Garden also in Gilbert.
Julie wrote, “Claire (owner) and her Mom are the cutest and
most helpful shop owner (and helper). Always a treat to visit!”
We love to hear from our readers and customers about how
they enjoy The Antique Register and use it to hunt for great finds.
In this issue, there is another $20 Gift Certificate giveaway so be
sure to enter and tell us where you pick up The Antique Register.
Be sure to take a copy with you when you travel around Arizona
in this summer!

C&J’s

ANTIQUES and GARDEN
a Vintage Boutique

40 North Gilbert Rd, Gilbert AZ
480-539-0401
Hours: Tuesday-Saturday 10-5

facebook.com/cjsantiquesandgarden
Shop with us online

OUR JOURNEY MARKET
ourjourneymarket.com

facebook.com/our-journey-market
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Collecting, continued from page 28...
Pinocchio, the Seven Dwarfs, and the fairy godmothers from
Sleeping Beauty.
One of Rushton’s most popular items was, and still is, the
Coca Cola Santa. Originally given out by Coca Cola bottlers as a
promotional item in 1957, additional models with changes, such
as different colored boots, were produced up through the 1960s.
These Santa dolls originally sold for $3 in 1957 and today fetch
upwards of $100 in good condition. My grandparents had one
that always came out for Christmas. He ended up in the trash
bin. I now have one just like him (collecting connects us to the
past).
You’ll also find rubber squeak toys from this same era from
Rushton and other toy makers. They range in size, color and
animal style. Those that have been gently kept, still squeak and
are pliable fetch quite a nice sum in collectible stores and online.
Back to the search for my yellow bunny. While hunting for
him, I found a few rubber-faced animals I just couldn’t let go.
There’s a black lamb, a pink kitty, a tiger, and a few Disney
puppets—my favorite being Merryweather. Right now, they
hold a place in my circle of stuff because I can’t help but smile
when I look at them. I’ve found and acquired my bunny in blue
and am currently contemplating a chartreuse green version. The
yellow one will find its way to me. This falls under another
reason we collect—the hunting of that elusive treasure.
Over these past 27 years, we have met many wonderful people
and have made lifelong friends. We’ve learned more about the
art/sport of collecting than we ever imagined possible and never
miss an opportunity to pass along tips and knowledge, proving
that collecting makes us all smarter. We have seen eyes light
up as that elusive item is finally found and purchased, proving
again and again that collecting brings joy. We have watched as
friendships among those shop visitors begin and bloom, proving
that collecting is a social activity. Whether you are 7 or 70, let
a little whimsy enter your home and surround yourself with the
things you love. Happy collecting.
Valerie Burner married into a family of collectors over 25
years ago. The first piece she and her husband Coit purchased
together was a drop leaf table that has had many uses over
the years. In addition to rubber-faced animals, their current
collections include pink depression glass, vintage Santa Claus
and Christmas, Snoopy and, of course, teddy bears. Bears &
More is a family owned business run by Valerie and her motherin-law Linda Burner. The shop is a play destination for both
children and adults!
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Antique & Vintage Events – May/June 2019
Quilt Show featuring 19th Century Basket Quilts
Now Through May 27th
HD SOUTH, Home of the Gilbert Historical Museum
10 S Gilbert Rd, Gilbert
For more information call 480-926-1577 or
Visit www.hdsouth.org
Boulder City Nevada Spring
Jamboree Antiques Show
May 4th & 5th
In the Shady Parks of Old Town Boulder City, NV
Arts & Crafts – Antiques & Collectibles
Classic Car Show - Festival food, music & fun
for the kids
Free admission
For more information call 702-293-2034 or visit
www.springjamboree.com
Mesa Antique Gun & Militaria Show
May 4th, Saturday 9am – 3pm
Holiday Inn & Suites
1600 S Country Club Dr, Mesa
Pre-1898 Guns only
Admission $6
For information call George & Ko at 480-898-3878
Larry & Terri 480-834-4004

The Antique Register

You’ll Find Lots of
‘Cool Old Stuff’
At Ray’s Vintage Market
in Clifton

The best adventures are often enjoyed by exploring
wonderfully unique shops in little out of the way towns. And,
according to owners Ray and Jeanette West, that is part of the
appeal of Ray’s Vintage Market in Clifton. Located on US
Highway 191 not far from Safford, Clifton is nestled in the
foothills at the bottom of the Coronado Trail that passes through
scenic eastern Arizona.
The
West’s
antique
business
is in the beautiful
Chase Creek Historic
District, which is
a fine example of
Arizona
territorial
architecture. Both the
antique shop building
and its Annex next
door were built in
about 1912 to 1913
after a large fire in 1911 consumed most of downtown Clifton.
Ray’s Vintage Market opened in 2012 and offers a wide
variety of furniture, collectables, automotive tools, architectural
salvage, bottles, books, lighting, glassware, and more—dating
from 1900 through the post World War II era. The 1500 sq.
ft. Annex features lots of salvage. This business differs from
a lot of antique shops because the couple owns pretty much
everything in their shop. They buy and sell and say that nothing
is too obscure for their potential interest. In fact, they thrive on
Continued on next page...

Call 602-942-8950
Next deadline is June 1st, 2019

BUYING!
OLD Bottles

Postcards, Old Documents &
Photographs
Contact:
Sam Michael 480-962-6523
PearceMerc@aol.com
Visit my Sales Booth at
Antique Trove
(Dealer #140)
Scottsdale Rd & McDowell
Scottsdale AZ 85257

Dealers can promote their booths or the shows they participate in for $40.00. Effectively
and affordably reach 20,000 interested potential customers?
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Ray’s, continued from page 38...
the unusual—and “cool old stuff” is their passion. They believe
that you can’t go wrong if you do what you enjoy.
When you come into their Market, you are talking to the
owners, the ones who acquired, transported, cleaned, repaired
and possibly refinished
the item you may be
considering. It’s a more
personal
exchange,
especially since Ray and
Jeanette care that their
customers enjoy what
they buy.
Ray said, “I have
always been interested in
antiques and refinishing,
especially furniture, and
especially oak furniture.
It all started back in Ohio,
when I was a young man
and my mother would
take me to auctions where
one of us would buy
bottomless chairs and the
other legless tables. I still have a small table with really bad
repairs that I bought for 25 cents at an auction in Mt. Healthy,
Ohio, back in the 1960s.”
He continued, “In the ‘80s and ‘90s, Jeanette and I lived
in the Phoenix area and had a mart space and worked shows,
especially at the Phoenix Fair Grounds. We then built a new
“old House” with period correct architecture, vintage sinks,
tubs, light fixtures, door hardware, cast iron floor registers and
a working late 1930s refrigerator in the kitchen. Wow—a little
antique crazy, you
think?!”
After Ray retired
from the City of
Tempe, he was able
to realize his dream
of moving to an old
Western town. He and
Jeanette had fallen
in love with Clifton,
especially the area
along Chase Creek.
Located in a valley along the San Francisco River that flows
year-round, Clifton is known for its scenic beauty, big horn
sheep, hiking fishing and hunting opportunities. It is only four
miles from Morenci, which is home to the Freeport McMoRan
Copper mine, the largest open pit copper mine in the United
States.
Ray thanks his Father, who died several years ago, for a
unique instruction about life. Ray explained, “Jeanette and I
would come back from an auction or sale with a great find that
we were very proud of and we would drop by my parents and
show it to my dad. He would take one look, proceed to rummage
through some old trunk, dark closet or shed and produce a
similar item, only bigger, better or finer, all with a ‘cat that ate
the canary grin.’ It was very humbling.”
Ray’s Vintage Market is at 291 Chase Creek Street
and is open Thursday to Sunday, from 12 Noon to 5 p.m. or
by appointment. Stop by and say hello; browsing is highly
encouraged! For information, email rwest1965@cableone.net
call 928-292-0070 or Like or Follow the shop on Facebook. To
learn more about Clifton’s history, visit cliftonaz.com.
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Tucson’s
Guide
To Great Antiquing & Collecting
Contact shops for current shop hours

1. Michael D. Higgins

4351 E Grant Rd. • 520-577-8330

2. Midtown Merchantile
Merchants

4443 E Speedway Blvd • 520-777-7275

3. Speedway Antique Mall

5045 E Speedway Blvd • 520-327-1200

4. Tom’s Fine Furniture &
Collectibles

5454 E. Pima Street • 520-795-5210

5. AZ Modern

4469 E 5th St • 520-977-5340

6. 22nd Street Antique Mall

5302 E. 22nd Street • 520-514-5262

7. Darlene Morris Antiques, LLC

2100 N Wilmot, Ste. 217 • 520-322-9050

8. American Antique Mall
3130 E. Grant • 520-326-3070

9. Tom’s Fine Furniture & Collectibles
3402 E Grant Road • 520-321-4621

10. Antiques Etc.

2319 N Country Club Rd. • 520-322-6269

11. Adobe House Antiques

2700 N. Campbell Ave • 520-325-9439

12. Arte De La Vida

37 N Tucson Blvd. • 520-398-6720

13. Sunshine Shop Tucson

2934 E Broadway • 520-389-4776

21

657 W St. Mary’s • 520-878-7215

Oracle Rd.

E. Orange Grove Rd.

14. Gather - A Vintage Market
15. Rose Alley Vintiques, LLC

W River Rd.

657 W St. Mary’s Rd. Unit C-8 • 602-750-7183

20

4343 N Oracle Rd. • 520-887-0150

19

12

13

21. Patriot House Antiques

5827 N N Oracle Rd. • 520-314-1779

Dodge

Speedway Blvd.

Broadway Blvd.
22nd St.
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Collector’s Corner

Is that True Native Made
Inlay Jewelry or Fake?
by Jim Olson
A serious issue facing buyers and collectors of Native
American jewelry is the problem of imports and other nonNative items being sold as Native American made.
In recent times, the “Al Zuni” bust (as it has become known)
has been the latest “sting” operation to receive media attention.
It seems law enforcement officials tracked a bunch of jewelry
imported from the Philippines and found it interspersed with
authentic items in various shops across the Southwest and
elsewhere. The shops were all related in one way or another
and several men were arrested for blatantly deceiving the public
by selling products they knew were imports as the real thing.
At least one has been
convicted.
Anytime there is
money to be made in
selling desirable items,
there are always those
who try to cut corners
and sell lesser products
as the real deal. Greed
is most always the
motive. Today, we are
going to touch on one
segment of jewelry that
is often “faked”—that
above: This is an import ring with a
of “Native American
.925 silver hallmark
style” inlay jewelry.
below: Front side of import ring
Most
Native
inlay
jewelry
has
traditionally come from
the Pueblo of Zuni.
They became known
as master lapidaries in
the early days of Native
jewelry
production
(the early 1900s or so)
and they pioneered the
inlay style of jewelry set in sterling silver starting around midcentury. However, there is much more inlay jewelry made today
than could possibly be produced in that one small community.
To take up the slack and fill a need in the market, members of
other tribes also produce inlay jewelry. Unfortunately, however,
inlay jewelry is also imported from overseas and mixed in and
sold as Native made (as mentioned above). This happens more
often than you think.
A trained eye can usually spot the imports. However,
sometimes it may not be easy to tell. Here are a few telltale signs
to watch for if you are looking to purchase Native American
style inlay jewelry.
A big red flag is contemporary jewelry (made in the 1980s
or newer) with no hallmarks on it (this rule does not apply to
older pieces made in the early 1970s or before). Also watch
for modern inlay with generic initials for hallmarks. Almost all
modern artists use identifiable hallmarks. A lot of fakes either
have no hallmarks (other than sometimes “sterling”) or have a
generic initial like a “B” or a “C,” etc.
Most of the early (1970s - 80s) imports had no hallmarks
but the devious sellers soon figured out people were becoming

suspicious of that as most Native artists had started using
hallmarks by then. Those sellers began having the overseas
shops put a hallmark on the items. Usually it was a single,
generic letter. As time went on, folks became suspicious of
those, so the importers started getting the stuff hallmarked with
a couple of generic letters, such as “DD” or “YZ” and things
like that. Not all generic initials are fakes, but if that is how
an item is hallmarked, ask the seller for a reasonable assurance
as to who it might be. There are sources out there to compare
examples of known artist’s hallmarks and work.
The use of a silver content hallmark of .925 instead of sterling
also should raise a red flag. Native American artists almost
always use the sterling mark instead of .925 to indicate the item
is made using sterling silver (although both hallmarks actually
mean the same thing). Some of the early imports used to come
in with a .925 on them because that is what is commonly used to
denote “sterling” in much of the world. Folks caught onto that
pretty quickly, though, and the importers soon had their stuff
stamped with a sterling hallmark instead of a .925. If you ever
see an inlay item marked with .925, be cautious. If you see one
stamped “sterling,” but no maker’s hallmark, also be cautious.
A lot of fakes use “block,” synthetic or plastic materials
instead of real stones. Look closely (use a jeweler’s loupe if
necessary). The scratches are a dead give-away on used items.
Real stones do not scratch easily and when a real stone scratches
it is generally more of a gouge, whereas fine scratches like you
might see on a hard-plastic child’s toy look different—and
that is what a fake “stone” or hard plastic scratches look like.
The man-made stuff just looks different under magnification
whether new or older. If the inlay is too rounded at the corners
Continued on page 46...
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Native Jewelry, continued from page 45...
or domed, that can also be suspect and is usually an indication of
fake “stones.” Not all rounded corners are from fake inlay, but
when “inlay” (i.e.: block or plastic) is actually a poured mold
(which is common), it is most always rounded at the edges or
domed overall.
Very fine and symmetrical silver pieces (spacers) separating
the various stones should also be looked at closely. A lot of
channel inlay with little, very fine silver pieces between them are
machined, not handmade. These are actually inserts of so-called
channel inlay and they are set into ready-made settings just like
a calibrated turquoise cabochon would be. Unfortunately, some
of this type of work is done at shops here in the Southwest as
well. It takes a trained eye to see the difference between those
mass-produced inserts and a fine jewelers work.
In the case of figural inlay, look closely at the figures. The
imports almost never get the people or animals right. The folks
doing the work tend to depict people and animals as they see
them in their culture. It is hard for someone overseas to see
things through the same eyes as someone living in Western New
Mexico, for example. The faces are usually a dead give-away.
Replication in pieces is also a big red flag. If you see
numerous inlay items that all look the same, over and over,
in different sizes or slightly different styles, watch out. A true
artist very rarely replicates the same item over and over (and
handmade items always have slight variations from one to the
next). Artists may have a certain style they are known for and do
it with regularity, but if you see a tray of rings, for example, that
all look almost exactly alike and there are several in each size,
that is a good indication of “shop” work (usually imported).
Of course, there are exceptions to every rule, and you should
Continued on next page...
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Native Jewelry, continued from page 46...
study the overall appearance of the item. For example, there is a
particular artist who is well known for fine inlay work. However,
there have also been import items made with his hallmark faked
on them. A lady I know went to a Home and Garden show in
Phoenix and bought a “hallmarked” piece from a fast-talking
vendor who said
it was the real
deal. That very
same weekend,
she went to an
artisan’s
fair
in the area and
just happened to
stumble onto a
booth where the
real-life
artist
was selling his
above: Import inlay piece with generic
fine jewelry. She letters for hallmarks (note rounded edges on
proudly showed inlay and fine silver spacers)
below: Backside of import inlay with generic
her new piece to
the artist, only to initials. (Initials match those of a well-know
be embarrassed artist, but it’s not his hallmark)
when he told her
he did not make
the item; it was an
import. The fakers
are now even
using hallmarks
from
known
artists!
Older
items
from the early
1970s and before are not always hallmarked, so it is good to educate
yourself about what you are buying and what it should look like.
Having a good, general knowledge is a must. That and. as always,
you should deal with reputable dealers who knows what they are
selling and are willing to stand behind it—just in case they got it
wrong or made a mistake. And remember, if a deal seems too good
to be true, it usually is!
Jim Olson is a published author, historian and co-owner of
Western Trading Post, an historic Trading Post in Casa Grande,
Arizona, that traces its roots back to 1877! Learn more at
WesternTradingPost.com. Jim Olson © 2019, see ad on back page.
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